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ABOUT THIS MANUAL
This manual provides you with the information you need to know about installing the diagnostic tool for your 
OXE 125/200 HP outboard.

Specifications and descriptions are subject to change without notice.

OXE Marine AB 
Metallgatan 17B  
SE-262 72 Engelholm, Sweden 
+46 (0)431-371130 
info@oxemarine.com

ABOUT THIS MANUAL
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REQUIREMENTS

REQUIREMENTS 

FOR INSTALLATION AND USE OF THE DIAGNOSTIC 
TOOL

 - A PC with Windows 7 or later.

NOTE! The diagnostic software can not be installed on a Mac operating system.

 - Administrative rights in Windows.

 - Latest drivers for Windows from Kvaser 
https://www.kvaser.com/products/kvaser-leaf-light-hs-v2/  

 - Choose the tab “Support/downloads” and download “Kvaser Drivers for 
Windows”.

 - Diagnostic tool (Kvaser Interface).

 - Adapter harness for Kvaser interface.  
The harness is bundled with the diagnostic tool.

 - Password to the diagnostic software,  
which you received together with the Diagnostic hardware.

 - Diagnostic software, 
which you received on USB or can download through our web access tool.

Fig. 1  Diagnostic tool dongle 
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

INSTALLING THE KVASER INTERFACE DRIVERS
Prior to connecting any CAN hardware, please install the necessary drivers as described below.

1. Download and install the latest windows drivers for Kvaser CAN hardware.

2. Double click on the downloaded Kvaser_drivers setup.
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

3. Click Next to continue.  
If during this process the Windows Security is asking you to confirm 
whether to install, confirm and click install. 
 

4. Click Next on the Release Notes window. 
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5. Click Next on the Choose Components window. 

6. Choose any installation location and click Install.

INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

7. Once the installation progress is successfully completed, click Close to 
confirm.

8. Restart the computer.

9. Connect the CAN-hardware.  
An icon in the system tray displays the progress of identifying the installed 
drivers for the hardware. 
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EXTRACTING AND RUNNING THE DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE

EXTRACTING AND RUNNING THE DIAGNOSTIC 
SOFTWARE
1. Extract the file Diagnostic Software v *** to your PC´s desktop or other preferred location on your PC, 

using an appropriate extracting software, preferably a Windows native extracting program.

2. Connect the diagnostic tool D-sub connector to the diagnostic adapter harness and connect the adapter 
harness 4-pin terminal to the extension harness.

3. Turn on the ignition.

4. Run the diagnostic software by double clicking on the application file NIRA_DT, with the red icon, in the 
folder you extracted.

NOTE! Refer to Connection Procedure if the access key is asked for at this point.
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CONNECTION ISSUES

1. Check that the bit rate is set correctly.

2. Go to the menu Tools

3. Choose Communication/Setup – A pop-up window will appear.

4. Highlight CANNAP.ndr.

5. Click Configure.

EXTRACTING AND RUNNING THE DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE
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6. Choose the tab Settings in the new window.

7. Ensure that:

 - The Kvaser Leaf Light v2 is preset.

 - The bit rate is set to 250 kbit/s.

 - Timeout is set to 200 ms.

 - COM retries 3.

 - Click OK. 

EXTRACTING AND RUNNING THE DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE
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CONNECTION PROCEDURE

1. Enter the password, which you received together with the diagnostic tool hardware. 

NOTE! Depending on version of the operative system and/or settings, the Diagnostic Tool Software  
will remember the access key, even if you switch to another USB-port.

2. Click OK.

3. Click Start Diagnostic tool.  
The Diagnostic Tool Software window appears.

4. Turn ON the ignition of the OXE engine.

EXTRACTING AND RUNNING THE DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE
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5. Click on the white and green lightning symbol at the top left side of the 
Diagnostic Tool window. 

The status bar turns green and the stating “Online” appears. You can also go online 
with key F9, refer to section Help Menu.

6. Click Read Nira ECU. 

!  CAUTION

Always use the Read Nira ECU function, unless a qualified service technician 
especially asks you to do otherwise.

!  CAUTION 

If the Read Nira ECU option is not available, click Disconnect and contact 
technical support at your local OXE Diesel Technical Support Center.

7. Click Yes.

EXTRACTING AND RUNNING THE DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE
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EXTRACTING AND RUNNING THE DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE

8. After finishing your tasks, click on the x in the red circle symbol beside of the  
status bar at the top of the Diagnostic Tool window. 

The status bar turns red and the stating “Offline” appears. You can also go offline by 
pressing key [F10], refer to section  Help Menu.

Status bar modes Displayed colour

Offline Red

Connecting Red

Online Green
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ERRORS THAT MAY OCCUR CONNECTING TO THE ECU

1. Firmware mismatch occurs if you try to read out information from the ECU 
using a wrong i3m-file in your PC.  Disconnect, choose another i3m-file and 
try again. 

!   WARNING! 

Never upgrade, unless a qualified technician tells you to!

!  CAUTION 

If the Read Nira ECU option is not available, click Disconnect and contact 
technical support at your local OXE Diesel Technical Support Center. 
 
 

2. Customer ID error occurs if the i3m-file in your PC corresponds to the 
wrong project. This is not allowed to happen! Disconnect, choose the correct 
i3m-file and try again. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Access key error occurs if you use the wrong password for the dongle. 
Press OK and try again. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

EXTRACTING AND RUNNING THE DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE
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EXTRACTING AND RUNNING THE DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE

UPDATE SOFTWARE PROCEDURE

1. Enter the password and click OK. 

2. Open Data Folder.

3. Choose i3d-file. 
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4. Choose Start Diagnostic Tool.

5. If the diagnostic tool does not connect, make sure that the ignition is turned ON.

6. Click on the green lighting symbol to start the updating procedure.

EXTRACTING AND RUNNING THE DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE
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7. Click the update button.

8. Wait for the update to complete.

9. The software update is now completed. If this is a twin, triple or quad installation, please proceed to 
section Engine setup in the Installation Manual and set Engine location, Rotation and Number of 
engines.

EXTRACTING AND RUNNING THE DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE
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DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION

The Program window constitutes the following:

1. The version text of Nira diagnostic tool in the 
upper left corner

2. Drop down menus

3. Connect & disconnect buttons

4. Tool connection status bar

5. Tabs to the five main functional windows of the 
diagnostic tool.

6. The Main window contains: 
a)  The OXE Diesel logo 
b)  Master (i3m) file version 

c)  Data (i3D) file version 
d)  Last updated information  
e)  Specific description  
f)  The Warn Me when Nira ECU limits check box

7. Bottom Value bar Modes (Use keyboard key ”T” to 
toggle the Value Bar):  
a)  Boost  
b)  Fuel 
c)  Fuel 2 
d)  General 
e)  Hiding Value Bar

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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The main window contains drop down menus at the top left of the window, the 
menu content is described in section Menus.

Beneath the drop down menus there are the tabs.

 - Preferences

 - Engine Setup

 - Mappings

 - Inspect 

 - Panels 

The above will be described in section Tabs.

The Master (i3m) file describes the identity of the firmware file of the ECU and 
always has the file extension *.i3m.

The Data (i3d) file describes the identity of the dataset file loaded with the 
Diagnostic software. This is a file that can be opened with the software or read 
from the ECU. If it´s read from the ECU it will have a file name consisting of the 
following parameters Read – Current date – Current time.

The Last updated paragraph is describing the last date the ECU was updated.

The Description text field contains specific information added to the Dataset, for 
detailed information regarding this field contact your local OXE Diesel technical 
support.

NOTE! Specific information in the Description text field only visible when 
opening an i3d-file, not during export.

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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THE MENUS

Menus in the Diagnostic tool software are as follows: 

 - File

 - Edit

 - Tools

 - Wizards (for use of OXE Marine only)

 - Engine Setup (for use of OXE Marine only)

 - Mappings

 - Help

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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File menu 

Command Open [F3]

Allows you to open an *.i3d-file also known as a dataset file. 

!  CAUTION! 

These files are only provided by the engine manufacturer for the purpose of 
dataset updates and troubleshooting.

If supported by an authorized technician, this is how you open the dataset file:

1. Click open and browse to the location of your dataset file. 

2. Choose the dataset file and click open.

You might get a dialogue window saying Data has changed. You will lose changed 
data, proceed?

!   WARNING! 

Ask your OXE technician if to proceed and click OK if technician confirms.

The Diagnostic program will now disconnect and you have to reconnect the 
program by clicking on the white lightening symbol.

You will be prompted to the alternatives Update, Read and disconnect. 

!  CAUTION!

Ask your OXE technician to update, since this was the aim with opening the 
dataset file, and click Update ECU when technician confirms.

The ECU will now be updated.

After the update procedure is completed the diagnostic software will be online and 
ready to use.

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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Command Export as text [Ctrl+E]

This option allows you to export information displayed as a table in a text file 
including:

 – general information (HW Id, Customer Id, FW version, dataset information)

 – histogram data

 – J1939 fault status

The option opens a dialogue window where you can select the file location of the 
export. Choose a location that is logic, normally in a folder in the root folder of the 
diagnostic tool software location. You can choose Include tables and  
Add a description to each item. After clicking the export button you will get a 
notification of a successful export.

The file will be of CSV format and can be used for further analysis.

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION

Command Load Log File [Ctrl+F8]

This option will allow you to open a previously recorded log file for analysis. Chose 
the log file of interest and click open. All log files have the extension *.mat.

After opening the log file you will have a strip chart displayed showing one 
recorded item.

NOTE! Also refer to section Tab 3. Inspect.
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Symbols on the strip chart

Add items (1) 

 - Allows you to add more items that have previously been recorded. 

NOTE! Items that are not recorded can not be added.

 - In order to show more items click the + symbol (a) in the picture below and select any items available in 
the dialogue window. You can choose several items at a time (b) and then press Add selected.

Clear all axes (2) 

 - clears all axes in the log window.

Print graph (3)

 - prints the graph to to the windows setup standard printer.

Save (4)

 - This symbol will save the graph as a jpeg image.

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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Select (5)

 - Introduces a vertical marking line that you can drag from side to side and get pin point values of time and 
chart value. If you have more than one item in the chart, whenever left clicking the values of each marking 
line will be shown.

Pan (6)

 - Lets you manipulate the position of the graph relative to the background. This is useful when trying to 
center desired parts of the graph.

Zoom (7)

 - Lets you zoom each axle by holding the left mouse button depressed and move the mouse either vertically 
to zoom the Y-axis, or horizontally to zoom the X-axis.

Set Marker (8) 

 - Allows you to set one or several markers at points of interest, to be used with, for example, the Zoom 
to markers -tool (9). Blue markers are set with the left mouse button, red markers are set with the right 
mouse button.

Zoom to markers (9)

 - Used to zoom between blue and red markers in combination with left or right mouse button.

Autoscale (10) 

 - Includes presets of Always Autoscale that makes it quick and easy to get the graph scaled to 
understandable proportions, and Use Auto Scale Time that makes the time line scaled to fit the window 
automatically. The Auto scale function also has the following options: 

Tiled graphs

Autoscale Tiled (10:1) 
Displays the multiple graph items tiled, as it will provide a better overview.

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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Common Origin

Autoscale Common Origin (10:2)  
Autoscales the item graphs to have the same origin, which could be useful when troubleshooting sensors in 
order to see deviations.

Auto scale normal

Autoscale Normal (10:3) 
Autoscale normal superposition all the item graphs available and adjust the vertical axises to make the graphs 
fill and fit the window

Go to start & go to end (11)

 - takes you to the start of the chart, or to the end of the chart.

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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Draw Method (12) 

 - Draw sample and hold draws the graph until the value changes.

 - Draw linear draws a line between each logged value.

Command Quit diagnostic Tool [Alt+F4]

 - shuts down the diagnostic tool software.

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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Edit menu

Edit menu - Command Find [F]

The Find-dialogue window can also be activated by typing the letter F on the 
keyboard.

The “Find” dialogue window

In this window you can search for an item in the diagnostic tool, such as  
BV ambient Pressure. Double click on the item and the corresponding parameter 
window opens, in this case the Mappings-window where the value, units and 
possibly limits of the item will be displayed. This is a fast way to find the items you 
are looking for.

Edit menu - Command Find Next [R]

After using the previous function Find item using a search name that might belong 
to various items, such as Pressure you can either choose the menu option of  
Find Next, or type the letter R to find the next item on the previous search results 
and the program will skip to the next item with the prefix or suffix including the 
term Pressure.  
This is a quick way of scrolling through items that fit your search query. 

Edit menu - Command Cut [Ctrl+X]

This command allows you to cut any allowed cutable values from a value window 
or matrix, short keys for this function are the same as in any windows application 
hit the control button and the letter X.

Edit menu - Command Copy [Ctrl+C]

This command allows you to copy any allowed values from a value window or 
matrix, short keys for this function are the same as in any Windows application hit 
the control button and the letter C.

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION

Edit menu - Command Paste [Ctrl+V]

This command allows you to paste any allowed values to a value window or 
matrix, short keys for this function is the same as in any windows application hit 
the control button and the letter V.

Edit menu - Command Add to inspect [I]

This command will allow you to add an item to your inspect file enable you to log 
this item. This command can also be accessed through right-click on the item.

Edit menu - Command Add to Panel [P]

This command will allow you to add an item to your Panels-window allowing you 
to monitor the item in the preferred layout, either as a Value -, Min/Max-, Gauge-, 
Plot- or Bar-window. The Panels-window will appear as a result of adding this 
item.

This command can also be accessed through right-click on the item and choose 
Add to panel.

Also refer to Tab 4 - Panels.
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Tools menu

Tools menu - Command Connect [F9]/ Disconnect [F10]

These commands allows you to connect or disconnect the software to the ECU-
interface assembly. Each alternative will be greyed out when the other alternative 
is active.

Tools menu - Command Setup

Will take you to the communication setup-dialogue window found under the 
section Installation procedure connection issues.

 
Tools menu - Command Nira ECU Status [Shift+F12]

This function will open an informational window showing the version of the 
firmware and latest updates.

This window can be saved to file (*.txt) in order to share with OXE Diesel certified 
technicians on request in order to ensure the use of similar firmware.

Tools menu - Command Screens - Recall & Set screens

This function allows you to set a screen of your choice, i.e. you open a screen/
window for example the Mappings-windows, choose Tools/Screen/set screen 
1. After this you will be able to return to this screen by choosing Tools/Screen/
Recall screen 1 regardless of what diagnostic window you have open. There is 
a maximum limit of three presets. The presets will be lost upon restarting the 
diagnostic software.

Short keys Recalls screen

Alt + 1 Recall screen 1

Alt + 2 Recall screen 2

Alt + 3 Recall screen 3

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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Tools menu - Command Reset Alarms [<]

This function will allow you to reset your alarms. The short key for this function is 
activated by using the character < on your keyboard. See the section Right click 
menu for specific information regarding this function.

Wizards menu 

For use of OXE Marine only.

Engine setup menu 

For use of OXE Marine only

Mappings menu

Displays the values of the tab named Mappings - See tab information for further 
details.

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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Help Menu

Help Menu – Items description [F1 – Functional key 1]

In order to get information of an item in the diagnostic software, highlight the item and either press the 
functional key [F1] or chose the help menu/Item description to invoke an informational window regarding the 
highlighted item.

NOTE! Mouseover any item and the required information is lit up for 10 sec.

Help Menu – Keyboard help [F2 - Functional key 2]

Shows the quick commands of the keyboard.  
Go to the help menu and choose the keyboard help option. This function can also be invoked through directly 
pressing the functional key [F2].

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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Help Menu – NumPad help

Shows the quick commands of the numeric keyboard section. Choose the help/NumPad Help option to 
activate.

Help Menu – About Nira Diagnostic tool

In order to read the information of the Nira Diagnostic Tool, go to the help menu and choose About Nira 
Diagnostic Tool. This will show, in decending order the version of the Nira Diagnostic tool and the firmware of 
the Nira diagnostic tool.

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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TABS

Tab 0 - Preferences

This window will display the diagnostic tool main window. See the previous Diagnostic Software main 
window information-section for more information.

Tab 1 - Engine setup (for use of OXE Marine only)

This window that can also be accessed through the menu Engine setup.

There will be a tree of items in the left window pane, displaying the containing items in the right window pane.

Tab 2 – Mappings

This window shows the following parameters: Fuel, Engine Start, Boost Control, Aux and Monitor Output. 
Press [F1] for access to help text.

Monitor Output- Alarm

Monitors typically represent physical values, such as RPM,engine temp etc. These values come from inputs 
signals to NIRA i3+.  Monitor values are written in black and are preceded by a blue arrow.

These parameter values cannot be changed. All monitors are available under the category called “Monitor 
Output”. 

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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Read and clear fault codes

To read the active fault codes double click on Dg Hst Fault and a 1-row table will show, if the number 255 is 
displayed in all or any of the cells it means there are no fault code present.

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
To read historical fault codes, i.e. stored codes, use the Table of detected/changed OBD faults below. 

NOTE! Refer to Fault code table.

The table contains the most recent fault events with one event per row. The first row is the last fault event, row 
two the next latest event and so on. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Column 1:  Fault SPN high byte.

Column 2:  Fault SPN middle byte.

Column 3:  Fault SPN low byte.

Column 4:  Fault FMI.

Column 5:  Fault state:  
  0 = NO_FAULT  
  1 = PENDING 
   2 = ACTIVE

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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In order to clear the current fault codes you need to double click the row Dg OBD If Command until it 
highlights red and the input field (containing the number 0) is displayed. Enter the appropriate number to clear 
the appropriate fault codes.

NOTE! Refer to table Dg Hst Fault.

When the error has been remedied, turn the ignition key to OFF. Wait a few seconds, turn ON the ignition and 
the fault codes will disappear from this window.

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION

Set and clear Alarm

It is only possible to set alarms on monitors. Monitors are identified by a blue 
arrow in front of the item name. Once a monitor has an alarm associated with it, 
the arrow changes colour to red.

Set Alarm

Choose monitor e.g. BV Fuel Pressure.  
- right click and choose “set alarm” or press function key 5 [F5] 
- set an alarm level, press OK.

When level exceeded a red alert will flash on the top bar

Clear the alarm

Right click or press function key 5 [F5] and remove limited alarm levels.
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DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION

Tab 3 – Inspect [F6] (The logging function)

This window will allow you to log data from selected items. This window can be accessed by using the 
functional key [F6]. There are two tabs present in this window, the Item-tab and the Plot-tab. In order to toggle 
between the Plot and the Item window you can choose the tab of interest with a mouse click or just press the 
keyboard key i. 

NOTE! Also see Command Load Log File [Ctrl+F8].

In order to select items you can do this in two ways:

1. Click the insert item-icon. A window will appear in which you can choose one or more items to add to the 
inspection window list. When content with the number of items selected, click the Add selected button to  
add the items.

2. Browse through the windows and choose the item of interest. Right-click the item and choose add to 
inspect.
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When the items are added to the window they can be permanently stored in one of the memory-buttons. 
Choose the memory button and choose Set or the [Ctrl +”1”] quick command.

In order to retrieve this saved item configuration just press the memory button 1 or choose Load (1) and the 
saved configuration will appear.

There are four saving options available.

Start recording (logging) Data

In order to start and stop recording (logging) the data of the selected items, click Start logging or press function 
key [F8]. When the recording is started the bar will turn red and RUNNING will flash at the bottom of the 
window.

When the Fast collection check box is unchecked the data will be recorded with 60 hz.

When the check box Fast collection is chosen the data will be recorded by 100 hz. There is a limit of 25 items 
that can be recorded with the Fast collection box checked. 

During the data recording there will be a small field showing the frequency of data collection and the increasing 
size of the log file.

When the recording is stopped a dialogue window will appear enabling the user to save the logfile at a desired 
destination. This logfile can then be retrieved and analyzed ( See section File menu - Command Load Log File 
[Ctrl+F8] for a detailed description of how to analyze and handle the  data in chart format).

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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Tab 4 – Panels

 - Allows you to configure panels to graphically illustrate a desired item value.

Any number of panels can be selected and oriented according to personal 
preferences. This configuration can then be named and saved as a Preset through 
the option bar. This preset can later be deleted by highlighting the preset and 
choose the delete (Cross)-icon.

Each time a new panel is selected it will be displayed in the upper left corner of the 
preset window. The panel has to be moved manually to the right or downwards in 
order to provide an easy survey.

It is possible to send the preset to a customer or distributor in order to keep a 
dialog about any of panel types.

1. Save  the *.pan file  in the folder Panels (located in the folder Diagnostic 
Software v1601).

2. Open the file under Tab 4 - Panels through the preset bar.

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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The panel types available are the following:

Value

The output value of the chosen item.

Min/Max

The output value of the chosen item and the minimum and maximum value during 
a live connection session with the ECU. There is a Reset button/function in this 
panel.

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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Gauge

The gauge bar is a gauge with an indicator showing the item value in the item 
value unit. A green Set- icon  appear if you let the mouse pointer hoover over the 
panel, this allows you to set the minimum and maximum values to be displayed. A 
default-button returns the values to the default setting.

Plot

The plot-type displays a running strip chart. A green Set- icon  appear if you let 
the mouse pointer hoover over the panel, this allows you to set the minimum 
and maximum values to be displayed. A default-button returns the values to the 
default setting.

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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Bar

The Bar -type allows you to see your item value as bar. A green Set- icon  appear 
if you let the mouse pointer hoover over the panel, this allows you to set the 
minimum and maximum values to be displayed. A default-button returns the 
values to the default setting.

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE WINDOW INFORMATION
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FAULT CODE TABLES
This table gives you a description of the fault codes of the ECU.

The columns:

Dg Hst fault =  NIRA internal fault code. 
SPN = Suspect Parameter Number. 
FMI =  Failure Mode Indentifier. 
Description =  Gives a short description of the fault.

Some codes will appare differently in the OXE Diagnostic tool then what is shown in the display.

If codes are checked thru the diagnostic tool, then the 6-digit codes in the display is shown in a different way 
according to list below.

OXE Engine Fault Codes

SPN FMI Description Dg Hst Fault Dg OBD History

Internal  
fault code

Column 1  
high byte

Column 2 
middle 

byte

Column 3  
low byte

97 31 Water in fuel is detected 179 0 0 97

100 1 Engine oil pressure is low 150 0 0 100

100 3 Engine oil pressure voltage high 8 0 0 100

100 4 Engine oil pressure voltage low 9 0 0 100

102 0 Intake manifold air pressure is too high 139 0 0 102

102 3 Intake manifold air pressure voltage high 4 0 0 102

102 4 Intake manifold air pressure voltage low 5 0 0 102

105 3 Intake manifold air temp voltage high 92 0 0 105

105 4 Intake manifold air temp voltage low 93 0 0 105

107 0 Air filter diff pressure high 198 0 0 107

107 3 Air filter diff pressure voltage high 12 0 0 107

107 4 Air filter diff pressure voltage low 13 0 0 107

108 3 Barometric pressure voltage high 106 0 0 108

108 4 Barometric pressure voltage low 107 0 0 108

110 0 Engine coolant temp high 188 0 0 110

110 3 Engine coolant temp voltage high 94 0 0 110

110 4 Engine coolant temp voltage low 95 0 0 110

127 0 Gearbox oil pressure high 174 0 0 127

127 1 Gearbox oil pressure low 175 0 0 127

127 3 Gearbox oil pressure voltage high 30 0 0 127

127 4 Gearbox oil pressure voltage low 31 0 0 127

157 0 Fuel rail pressure high 137 0 0 157

157 3 Fuel rail pressure voltage high 0 0 0 157

FAULT CODES
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FAULT CODES

SPN FMI Description Dg Hst Fault Dg OBD History

Internal  
fault code

Column 1  
high byte

Column 2 
middle 

byte

Column 3  
low byte

157 4 Fuel rail pressure voltage low 1 0 0 157

157 14 Fuel rail pressure Ctrl error 138 0 0 157

158 3 Battery or key switch voltage high 116 0 0 158

158 4 Battery or key switch voltage low 117 0 0 158

173 0 Exhaust gas temp high 194 0 0 173

173 3 Exhaust gas temp voltage high 102 0 0 173

173 4 Exhaust gas temp voltage low 103 0 0 173

175 0 Engine oil temp high 190 0 0 175

175 3 Engine oil temp voltage high 98 0 0 175

175 4 Engine oil temp voltage low 99 0 0 175

1136 0 ECU temp high 189 0 4 112

1136 3 ECU temp voltage high 108 0 4 112

1136 4 ECU temp voltage low 109 0 4 112

2629 3 Compressor outlet temp voltage high 100 0 10 69

2629 4 Compressor outlet temp voltage low 101 0 10 69

2795 14 VGT Ctrl error 142 0 10 235

3509 3 ECU 5V sensor supply 1 voltage high 112 0 13 181

3509 4 ECU 5V sensor supply 1 voltage low 113 0 13 181

3510 3 ECU 5V sensor supply 2 voltage high 114 0 13 182

3510 4 ECU 5V sensor supply 2 voltage low 115 0 13 182

521104 31 Ctrlhead communication timeout 200 7 243 144

521105 6 PSU Glow Plug Module - Current high 201 7 243 145

521106 6 PSU Trim/Tilt - Current above normal 202 7 243 146

521107 31 Actuator feedback message not received 203 7 243 147

521108 14 Engine speed Ctrl error 204 7 243 148

521109 14 Gear position error Fwd or Rev 159 7 243 149

521110 14 Gear position error N 160 7 243 150

521112 31 VGT LMSP or UMSP check failed Power Up 141 7 243 152

521114 31 VGT LMSP or UMSP check fail Idle 143 7 243 154

521118 6 Start motor circuit current high (SWSUP1) 110 7 243 158

521120 31 Engine has stalled

521124 6 Fuel pump current high 69 7 243 164

521125 31 Swirl Valve Electrical fault 169 7 243 165

521126 31 Trolling Valve Electrical Fault 167 7 243 166

521127 31 Fwd or rev gear solenoid electrical fault 164 7 243 167

OXE Engine Fault Codes
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SPN FMI Description Dg Hst Fault Dg OBD History

Internal  
fault code

Column 1  
high byte

Column 2 
middle 

byte

Column 3  
low byte

521128 31 VGT control electrical fault 163 7 243 168

521129 6 12V actuators current too high (SWSUP2) 111 7 243 169

521130 6 Fuel rail pressure valve current too high 68 7 243 170

521132 3 Trim angle voltage high 26 7 243 172

521132 4 Trim angle voltage low 27 7 243 172

521133 31 Glow Plug or Module Error 191 7 243 173

521135 31 Glow Module Com Error 193 7 243 175

OXE Engine Fault Codes

FAULT CODES
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SPN FMI Description

521344 2 Control head 0 port lever pot failure **

521345 2 Control head 1 port lever pot failure **

521360 2 Control head 0 port lever pot mismatch **

521361 2 Control head 1 port lever pot mismatch **

521440 2 Control head 0 stbd lever pot failure **

521441 2 Control head 1 stbd lever pot failure **

521456 2 Control head 0 stbd lever pot mismatch **

521457 2 Control head 1 stbd lever pot mismatch **

521504 13 Control head 0 invalid configuration *

521505 13 Control head 1 invalid configuration *

521520 13 Control head 0 invalid calibration *

521521 13 Control head 1 invalid calibration *

521536 31 Control head 0 duplicate instance *

521537 31 Control head 1 duplicate instance *

521552 31 Control head 0 take command button fault. **

521553 31 Control head 1 take command button fault. **

521568 31 Control head 0 sync button fault. **

521569 31 Control head 1 sync button fault. **

521584 31 Control head 0 port neutral button fault. **

521585 31 Control head 1 port neutral button fault. **

521600 31 Control head 0 stbd neutral button fault. **

521601 31 Control head 1 stbd neutral button fault. **

521616 31 Control head 0 multiple controllers selected. *

521617 31 Control head 1 multiple controllers selected. *

NOTE! 

Controlhead 1, only if installed in a Dual station application where 2 controlheads are installed.

Controlhead 0 refer to MAIN STATION. 

Controlhead 1 refer to SECOND STATION. 

* Calibration possible
** Require control replacement or hardware repair

OXE Control head Fault Codes

FAULT CODES
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TROUBLE SHOOTING

TROUBLE SHOOTING

SOFTWARE DRIVER ISSUES

If the communication fails, follow these steps.

1. Restart the PC and check that the driver is installed correctly.

2. Go to the Device Manager in Windows.

3. Right click the device named Kvaser Leaf Light v2, normally located under 
CAN hardware, regardless of if it has an exclamation mark.

4. Click Update Driver Software...
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TROUBLE SHOOTING

5. Choose Search automatically for updated driver software.

NOTE! Displayed if the software needed an update.

NOTE! Displayed if the software is OK.

6. Click Close.
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7. Now the issue should be solved.

TROUBLE SHOOTING
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ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviation Description

AIN Analog input

BAC Boost Actuator Control

BC Boost Control

BV Basic Value

CAE Crankshaft Angle based Execution

CTRL Control

DG Diagnostic

DO Digital output

ECU Engine Control Unit

ERR Error

ECS Engine Speed Control

ECT Engine Coolant Temperature

FMI Failure Mode Indentifier

FMSP Fuel Mass SetPoint

HST History

INJ Injector

LMSP Lower Mechanical Stop Position

MAINR Main relay

MAT Manifold Air Temperature

OBD OnBoard Diagnostics

OC Occurance Counter

POS Position

PW Password

SETP Setpoint

SPN Suspected Parameter Number

TDC Top Dead Centre

UMSP Upper Mechanical Stop Position

ABBREVIATIONS
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NOTES
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